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Program description including the formation program abroad 
Metamorphism drives to major changes in the mineralogy and rheology of the Earth’s lithosphere, 
provided that reactions are triggered by fluid access. In absence of coupled deformation and fluid 
flow, the unaltered lithosphere forms long-lived, stiff, metastable blocks able to sustain large 
differential stresses. This is relevant to subduction of the oceanic lithosphere, where presence vs 
absence of fluids affects seismicity and rock eclogitization.  
Hydration of oceanic plates mostly occurs in oceanic settings, with formation of top-slab reactive rock 
volumes prone to deformation and accretion to the subduction interface. In such domains, 
pressurized fluids bring to the brittle failure of rocks. Much less known is the evolution of the unaltered 
lithosphere from inner slab domains, which also host earthquakes likely caused by the build-up of 
high differential stresses. The petrologic-geochemical conditions during seismic failure of such 
unaltered rock domains are still poorly known, although their recognition is crucial for understanding 
how plate motion is accommodated at major plate boundaries and how metamorphism affects the 
rocks’ rheology at depth. The Alps are an ideal playground to investigate such features, as they 
contain dry rocks that experienced deep subduction earthquakes.   
This this project investigates ophiolitic peridotite and gabbro (Lanzo Massif, W. Alps) hosting brittle 
structures and seismic pseudotachylyte faults developed at high-pressure conditions due to 
seismicity at intermediate subduction depths. The aim is showing the role of such structures in driving 
fluid influx and eclogitization of unaltered domains of this fossil oceanic slab. The Ph.D candidate will 
study selected examples of extensive network of faults and fractures formed under high-pressure 
conditions, as potential earthquake records. Field work aimed at recognizing the main brittle 
structures will be closely coupled with high-resolution microstructural imaging and with petrological-
geochemical analyses to constrain the ambient conditions of brittle brock deformation. 
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